Cost effective window
cleaning solutions

At Sentrex we provide a comprehensive
range of safe, reliable and cost effective
window cleaning systems. We specialise in
all aspects of window, UPVC and facade
cleaning and provide the very latest in
eco-friendly water purification and pole
cleaning systems.
We are highly trained and experienced in
the safe use of ladders, harnesses, abseiling
rope access and hydraulic platform vehicles
(cherry pickers) and can access any building
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in a safe and controlled manner. Safety is our
number one priority as high level access is
a potentially hazardous activity. Before any
cleaning commences or access methods are
determined, a full on-site risk assessment is
carried out.
Our professional operatives are fully trained
and follow strict Health and Safety Executive
guidelines. We are constantly monitoring and
updating our safety systems to remain in line
with ever changing HSE directives.
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Safety is our
number one priority

Reach & wash

Abseiling rope access

The reach & wash cleaning systems use lightweight
carbon fibre poles to deliver 100% pure graded water
to windows or facade surfaces at heights in excess of
65 feet (5-6 floors). As no chemicals or detergents are
used, the process is environmentally friendly.

Our window cleaning services include an abseiling service
to complement our other methods of high level window
cleaning. All abseil technicians are highly experienced,
fully insured and vigorously trained to IRATA standards
(Industrial Rope Access Trade association).

Pure, de-mineralised water actively absorbs all dirt,
chemicals and minerals it comes into contact with and
the final rinse water dries to a perfect finish – leaving
the window not just clean but totally sterile. There are
no health and safety risks posed, making it by far the
safest and most cost effective cleaning method with
excellent results. On average we save our clients over
40% of their total window cleaning costs.

Harness and eyebolts
We regularly use harnesses to access and clean
windows in parts of buildings that are normally
deemed unsafe (i.e. raised elevations, ledges,
parapets or leaning out of inside windows). Providing
adequate eyebolt fixings are in place, we are able to
access and tackle any task, with ease and in a safe
and controlled manner, with no height limitations.

Hydraulic platforms (cherry pickers)
Occasionally some buildings are impossible to
access by using conventional cleaning methods. In
these cases we use hydraulic platform vehicles, or
cherry pickers, which allow us to access windows
and facades to a maximum height of 100 feet (9-10
floors). All our operators are highly experienced and
are fully insured and trained to IPAF (International
Powered Access Federation) standards.
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